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What We Do For Art
Michael J. Bugeja

for Vicki Stamback

This delicate woman who spins a little
Of herself in each weaving, combs
The early freeway for feathers.
She decorates her work with them.
like a nomad who has forgotten
How to mourn, she strips the dead
Quail, dove, and hawk of their valuable
Plumage. One day she found an eagle,
Prized above all by the forgotten
Sioux, that had lain too long in sun.
It was sorrowful work. Even the downwind
Fury of an eighteen-wheeler hadn't freed
Feathers that would make a full
Headdress. She could pluck only four,
Two of which hang from the woolen hoop
In my den. Looking up from these lines,
I see the strands of hair she stripped
To bind the quills. It was only right
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The Dark Green Around the Nest
George Looney

Say you're sitting on a porch at the start
of a summer, on a night just like this,
like you've always dreamed of
lying on top of the sheets, the window open,
the wind sneaking through your toes.
Say you're sitting in a lawn chair,
feet propped up on a ledge, the edge
cutting into the back of your ankle
so that your feet keep shifting.
Say that above you there is an old
green venetian blind, rolled up and tied,
and in the bulge of this blind
is a nest. You can see twigs,
paper and weeds bunched in without regard
for beauty, with a simple sense
of a thing that needs being done.
And say you're sure you're being watched,
though when you look up, staring
into the dark green around the nest,
you can't be sure if something's there
or not. It could be a nest
from years ago, all the family dead;
lying beside a road somewhere, or
shot by a teenager's BB gun
on a windy October afternoon
when the feathers
never stopped falling.
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On Cooking Chickens
James Sutherland-Smith
Sonnets from Zawia

1.

The newcomers and their families wait
For the Zawia bus. It's their first chance
To do a little more than appreciate
This place of wind and abundance
Where spray from irrigation water swirls
And grit is driven hard enough to bruise
The scrubbed faces of British wives, still girls
So young they talk excitedly of shoes.
How long before their husbands worry
That many of us are single men
As we mention shortages and hurry
To advise on where to school a daughter
And how to hasten the plucking of a hen
By putting it in boiling water?

2.
Some hens struggle under a seat.
Their wings thud against the leather
Rhythmically like a hanged man's feet.
Minutes ago they crowded together
Tied with a green flex which hobbled
Their legs so only their heads could blink
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from side to side as they gobbled
Imagined grain. Too tired to think
We carry to the coach the best
Cuts of meat, loaves and potatoes.
Our driver rises from his rest
Next to a well in which he throws
His cigarette while sunlight clings
To stone blurring the form of things.

3.
Now the light relinquishes its grip

On architecture and the glazed,lopped heads

Of bullocks piled along the butcher's strip
Where we bargained for glossy sweetbreads.
Our driver has a gentle villainy
Jolting us home through date palms which ripen
To a sticky brown. We think of money
Or argue on how to cook a Libyan hen.
Could we be called down to earth? We are less
Than the dusk is with its lack of light,
Reduced more than we'd care to confess
To these newcomers waving us goodnight
As we wither away from them while they stand
Dangling a live bird in each free hand.
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Digging
Michael A. Carey

His father said that at one time the old feedlot used to
be a junkyard. Now he believed him: wagon wheels, rusty disks,
pumps, and model A Chasis- all stored just under the surface.
At one point he dug up gear shafts from twenty-seven trucks left
to rot since 1930. On this side of the house the land lay flat and
when the wind was from the right direction he could hear Mr.
Jason advising his son a half-mile away. "We're not paying the
preacher enough," he said. "That's why we're not getting any
rain." Chains grew through branches right above where the
scales used to be, where in ought-two Uncle Dewey shook until
his pants fell down when the paint factory in town exploded. A
pitchfork for a fencepost. The rear end of a truck driven
through and junked just to patch a hole in the fence. "Grandpa
didn't like to spend money," he had heard for what seemed like
the one hundredth time when his parents told him to tear down
the fence and clear the field for the new windbreak.
Here the hood of every pickup his father had ever
owned lined the floor where the coop used to be and there Aunt
Emma's screen door, blown off during the last tornado, sufficed
for a gate. He said nothing - didn't even hum. He worked the
day and all afternoon digging up the wreckage of his family's
past and stacking it in piles to be cut and sold by the ton.
Neither did he see any irony in the situation - no metaphoric
possibilities. He smelled rain, so he cut and dug until the light
failed and Mr. Jasons's words reverberated through his stomach
like a dog's bark through an empty grain bin. "Hell, I'm so old
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I don't know from one minute to the next when I'll go. If, when
I go to sleep, I'll wake up. Don't even think about it. Water the
cattle and don't think about it."
Before he went in for the night he pulled pieces of a
cast iron bed from under the skeletal remains of a hog trough.
His grandfather's or someone elses? He couldn't decide. He
went in and thought about the earth, how every year it gives life,
then takes it back. How it opens and closes forever like a heart,
or a fist, or the long day and its constant labor.
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Night Life:
In Praise of Stout Women
Tom Dollar

Half-drunk. Down in the swamp below the barn.
Waiting. For what I don't know. Up in town
a big woman, alone in a wide bed, cries out
in her sleep like a lost child. Outside her
door the dark river slides past, down to the
big lake, where carp as big as boars squirt jets
of white milt into the murky waters.
Tonight she wept on the stool next to me
at the Village Pub when they played "D-I-V-0-R-C-E"
on the juke box, blotted her tears on the
napkin I handed her and said, "You sure
are a good-looking man." But when the bar
lights carne up at closing time, I saw what
the tears had done to that great ruined face
and said I had to get on horne.
Walking down, I stumbled across fresh-plowed
furrows where last week after a slow spring
rain I found arrowheads and hide scrapers.
A late-rising moon backlights the ruined
barn. Bereft of hay, its ribs show in the
wan light. In the shadows I want to be a
Menominee brave, all stealth, ready to
creep on my belly to steal a pig from
my own barn. No, a shaman. Yes, better,
a shaman, waiting on this tussock here
in the swamp. Robust widows, sex-starved, come
to me with vague complaints. I know the words
to say to them, stong words- taboo words, evenand they go away fulfilled. In the morning
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they bring smoked sturgeon, dried venison, and
greens of purslane and chicory to hand-feed
me where I lie on a bed of otter skins, spent
from the strong medicine of the night before.
A wet breeze off the lake, rich with hay and
manure smell, comes down from the old barn.
Still in the timbers after all these years!
The hefty farm wife kept on running the
place, alone, after the farmer's stroke,
except for help at haying time. Once, when
she had to go up to the feed mill, the old
man, his mind now like an unused loft full
of raveled ropes and rusted pulleys, put
the hogs out the hottest day of July
and forgot to water them. She found him
weeping when she got back. Fifteen hogs lay
dead in the sun: She called a neighbor to
shoot the rest. After the auction she moved
to town. She wept when the cows went-she had
named them all, and they had saved her life once,
she said-and said she knew the barn was doomed
with no hay in the loft to hold it together,
to keep the wind out. That time she lost her
way in the snow storm and strayed off the fence
line into this swamp, it was vapors of
oows' breath and manure, trumpeting from
barn-top ventilators above the blowing
snow, that led her steps home. "Think of the
hay they had to eat to make all that steam,"
she said.
8

Light is up off over the lake, and two
deer, coming down to drink, walk right past
without seeing me. I think of the young
doe I saw last fall. Fat of haunch, beautiful,
she stood unflinching among white birches,
and gazed at me, eyes wide. Something moved in
my groin, and I wanted to walk to her,
caress her, talk to her. But when I raised
my hand, she vanished into yellow October
light. Now, when I look at birches, I think
of plump young farm girls dancing naked in
the woods, kicking their heels and scattering
yellow leaves as they prance out of reach.
It comes to me now. I must go into
town to the Arrowhead Cafe where the
big woman works and tell her I dreamed I
saw her dancing in the woods, naked. She
will be pleased. Switching her harnessed butt
like a saucy mare, she will say something
raunchy, back over her shoulder, and all
the men at the counter will laugh and tell
me I sure do have a way with words.

RASMUSON Library
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Clearing out of Fargo
David Alan Axelrod

1.
Leaving Fargo on an open night
of arctic winds off the Highline,

the swift, ruined moon
blossoms in a thicket of plums
near the caved-in shack
we've paused at
build a fire in spite of the wind
and to bend toward its heat,

to

our bodies thriving,
green as winter wheat.

2.
The definite place
where prairie and planets resolvewe've slept here and wakened
with cattle grazing near us,
their backs steaming under the sun,
their breath sweet
with grass and sage thick
as the fingers of old men.
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Statues
Doug Turner

She
is such
a lonely lady
getting shit on by
seagulls & pigeons & aching
from the burden of that torch &
tablet she's been condemned to hold
& having to endure people entering her &
stomping up to her head to ooh & ahh! at phallic
New York
0, Lady Liberty
stranded on your barren
island, I dream of being changed
into a statue of steel & copper, named
Freedom, & swimming to you & emerging from the
water to set you free, grab that torch & throw it far
out into the ocean, along with that tablet, & crown will
spin through the air & land atop the Empire State building and
you
will be mine
& we will swim away
from your island, side by side
glide through the water to a far off
shore, where we aren't needed, where we will
be left alone, be free from adoring crowds & prayers
of hope, to wander hand in hand, to make love, our flesh
resounding joyously, liberated from all that is expected of us
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Paint My Face
Rodger Moody

The wonderful lines I heard
in a haze of beer escape me now.
Today we turn our clocks back
saving the time I have taken to ask
how a fat, rusty nail got stuck
so far up from the worn tread
in my truck's rear tire.
Automobiles are a scourge,
but a truck is useful,
its utilitarian body offers itself
to infrequent washing. I can't complain.
If only tires were as cheap as gutted
televisions. I'd buy a heap of them,
then fill the garage with their rough
black bodies. I'd grin like an old goat
over a tin can.
Beer, beer is the answer,
the more obscure the label the better,
I'll stock up on bargain brands, amuse
friends with empties that line the walls
like wallpaper from K-MART.
I'll tear my shirt to look the part.
I'll paint my face blue
before I turn the clock back.
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Seeing As Believing
Lawrence Broch

Examine this short burst of words.
When you've looked long enough
the lines begin to float above
the page, turning a rough circle
as if they were being stirred.
This is why we can believe so many things.
Out of a speciman group of fifty
mythologies, there are only thirty-four
Great Floods. The Dry Sixteen,
as they called themselves, were smitten
with other ideas of erasure:
a gigantic frog with a temper
like Othello's, winds from four directions
at once that confused the trees,
an unpleasant odor that kept
the decent folk indoors,
a tune people could not stop humming.
Thus history comes undone like a carpet;
but in school they told us
that optical illusions only fool
the mind; the eye knows
what it knows, they said.
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The River
SangByungChun
translated by HyunJae Yee Sallee

Please do not blame it on my crying
I stood on the hill and cried all day long.
Of course, this does not mean that
My tears caused the sudden rise of the river
That never fails to flow to the sea.
I stood on the hill all alone through the night,
Missing you with all my heart
As the sunflower yearns for the warm caress of the sun.
The reason I wail in distress like an animal,
Standing on the hill
Has indeed nothing to do with the river
That flows to the sea.
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Night
DongMyung Kim
translated by HyunJae Yee Sallee

Night is a blue lagoon
Hugged by a thick, dense fog .
I am a fisherman,
Weaving a dream
In my deep sleep,
Riding a tiny wooden boat.
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Six Autumn Haikus
Wendy Stephens

Autumn, wet cold sky,
curtain of mist. Two people;
undercover touch .

Brown mud clings to wheels.
Grey sky, sharp geese cutting north.
Blue truck brings us home .

Gold leaves snap in wind.
My heart is an empty purse.
Brass teapot for coins?
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Snow falls fast and blue.
She knits wool hats and mittens.
I dream of summer .

Slanted sleet beats down.
Slate roof is a hungry cat.
My love warms his feet.

Children dance in rain.
Mothers lean out kitchen doors.
None of them are mine.
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Morning
Landscape with Camembert
Rich Ives

One of the survivors. The boy. The man. Rain on the water, the
ocean swelling out past the rolling hills, insects storming alive in
the vineyards, and the deeper physical knowledge of a smell in
darkness. Light in his hair. Blood on his sleeve. Something from
childhood, from light, from the moment before the moment the
first raindrop hits the ocean. Something from the eye of a grape
roiling in a vat of frantic feet.
In a clearing at dawn - unexpected light and this surrounding
moment - memory fading, quiet, calm, a soft light among the
leaves and a quiet meal of wind and sky. You alone and this
landscape at liberty with light and darkness falling out beyond
the sky. But it needs too many friends and suddenly even the
moon is less important than this first bite of cheese.
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1945
Rich Ives

Every field goes on forever. Every house is a place to wait. Ice
and dust are two hands of this year gone long and thick with
waiting. Now summer drifts in clouds of heat and evening is too
tired to talk. Argument lies folded over a worn chair. And morning is a tired woman talking to muscles, thinking of years ago
when, coming in from the field, the field would settle comfortably inside you. She remembers him like that, something wide
open and large.
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Prelude to a Detective Story
Rich Ives

A man stares at a camera. He waits for the camera, which
stands in the middle of the side walk on a tripod, to take his picture. He does not appear to understand that the camera is not
facing him and that even if it were, there would have to be
someone behind it to trigger the shutter.
A child is on television. The child is any child. The bed is any
bed. But the lovers are not watching the television. Or the bed
which is falling away. Or the bodies which are no longer theirs.
They are watching themselves come true. They are watching two
people who are watching them and for a while neither couple is
unhappy with the other. And the child? The child is on television. The child is not watching itself come true. We do not
know if the child will ever come true.
At the left in the dressing table mirror is a framed portrait of a
delicate young woman with blond, curly hair, wearing lace and a
velvet jacket. At the foot of the bed lies a ragged, brown and
white cat. The white paint on the iron bed frame is peeling. Only
a foot from the cat is the door. The latch is broken and hangs
loose about three inches below and to the right of a large eye
chart tacked to the back of the door. A pair of men's undershorts hang from a wooden dowel beneath two small cabinet
doors which are not fastened, but neither are they open far
enough to see if there is anything inside. Underneath the shorts
is a small sink with chipped enamel and a water-spotted drinking
glass. By morning three people will have passed the room and in
passing glanced in at the body sprawled on the floor by the bed.
They will assume, perhaps because of the cat
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or the smell of liquor, that the man is not dead. They will be
wrong. Later, the police will assume that because the room, the
shoes, and the overcoat belong to Thomas Chandler that the
body too, is his. They will be right, but who is Thomas
Chandler?
A man sits on the side of a bed. He talks to a woman. He tells
her he must go away for a while but he will come back. He tells
her that he loves her very much. The woman assures the man
that she will be all right. She kisses him tenderly. The man
leaves.
Now the woman is sad. She is dressed in a rumpled nightdress.
She sits on the worn bedsheets and gazes into a room which is
empty. She has lived most of her life in that room. Pain for the
woman. Sorrow.
Thomas Chandler steps into the bank and walks quickly to the
nearest teller's cage. He quietly removes a gun from the pocket
of his black raincoat and points it at the teller. Both men remain
calm. After it is all over the teller will remove his wire-rim
glasses and clean them very carefully before pressing the button
under the counter.
The car is from Nebraska where, according to the license plate,
only five hundred and twenty other cars were licensed before this
one in 1934. The car is black and old and the cab is very square
and out of the square window at the back a man is gazing. But
the car is not moving. Something is moving. Perhaps it is the
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man's life.
On the table there are three travel brochures, an empty peanut
butter jar, an open newspaper, and a butter knife. Except for
these things, the room is extremely neat and orderly. The teller
returns from the drugstore with a small bottle of white powder.
He removes the bottle from the pocket of his trousers and examines the contents carefully before returning to the travel
brochures.
Thomas Chandler steps off the bus carrying a briefcase. He
walks slowly, gazing into the shopwindows and eyeing the people in the street. From time to time he raises the briefcase to his
chest and carries it there as if something very comforting were
inside.
The teller pays the cab driver and begins walking quickly in the
direction the cab has just come from. The cab driver smiles at
the tip, shakes his head, and pulls away from the curb. Three
blocks away the teller hails another cab and hunches into the
back seat. While the cab moves through the city he repeats to
himself the name of a hotel and a room number. From time to
time as the cab stops for a light he turns and gazes nervously out
the back window. At the seventh light he motions to the cab
driver to pull over and again walks quickly in the direction the
cab has just come from . Three blocks away he turns to the right
and continues walking. The glass exterior of the small vial of
white powder nestled in the palm of his right hand inside his coat
pocket grows slippery with sweat.
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The woman does not cry. She puts the telegram in the garbage
and stands quietly staring into the empty room. She lies down
on the bed and watches the ceiling.
In the woman's dream the teller is at the door. He is handsome
and very well dressed and carries a briefcase. He never opens the
briefcase but the woman knows it is full of money. He comes inside when she opens the door and goes into the empty room. He
tells her how he wants her to please him and she doesn't
remember the reasons for refusing him. And then she does more
than the teller wanted her to do and the teller calls her a whore
and a slut and makes her do everything he can think of. And the
woman thinks she is free now, but in the morning when the teller
reaches for the door he will turn and wait to see if she is coming
with him. And she turns too, looks again at the empty room,
puts the palm of her hand against her forehead, and wakes,
staring up at the ceiling.

The child is any child but now something has happened to the
child. Has the child been born or has it died? Who are the
child's parents? Why don't they pay the ransom? How long
does the child have to wait to cross the busy street with the
broken stoplight? Who is in charge of the investigation and why
doesn't he have any children? Why does the child seem to be
getting smaller? How old is the woman who loved the criminal
and why did she refuse to read the newspaper?
The detective presses the black button and waits for the flourescent light to flicker on. He thinks of the mystery novel lying
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open on the nightstand next to his bed. He goes over the clues
and imagines himself conversing in Spanish with the local people. The butcher slides a large block of wood over the surface of
the chopping block and continues slicing meat as the red liquid
curls out from the gristle and fat and trickles towardsthe drain
set into the wooden floor. Outside it is raining and a man in a
black raincoat stands in the red mud at the bottom of the hill.
In the photograph a man is dead. The photographer moves the

photograph into the light and takes a picture of the photograph.
Now the dead man is farther away. Now the photographer's
neighbor is hammering a nail into the wall. Now the dead man is
lying on top of himself in the photograph.
Now the
photographer's refrigerator is rumbling softly. Now it is quiet
and darkness filters the lights at the window.
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Stress Test
William Crane

Monday. Roger Walker turns thirty on Friday. Born in the
Chinese year of the Horse, sharing astrological company with
the likes of Rembrandt and Chopin, destined to be an adventurer, scientist, poet, or politician. Presently, he is an industrial
engineer for the General Electric Company, paid for improving
worker efficiency. It is not an easy occupation, not in this
decade, especially this week.
Time Magazine reports the median age in the country is thirty,
half are younger and the other half on their way to old age as
Roger sees it. This year is a pivotal one-365 days of sitting on
the fence between two Americas, the young and the old. It's an
adjustment in outlook he would have preferred to delay.
The weekly staff meeting is always the same. Rogersays little;
sports a low profile, unwilling to aggravate any of his colleagues. Some are hangers-on, dead weight, old farts even, putting in their time before retiring. G.E. actually encourages it for
many. Roger does not adjust well to the status quo. He thinks
instead of Theodore Roosevelt, born under the Horse, and
wonders whether or not Roosevelt could have persuaded these
poor, lost bastards off dead center. He guesses Teddy might
have succeeded but for himself chooses to present his ideas
privately to his supervisor, a man who is a year younger than
Roger and brags to him about the keys to his success.
His dreaming began when Kris asked him if marriage was out
of the question, not that she demanded an answer right away,
but curious if she could expect a proposal, sooner or later. He
told her about a possible transfer to a plant in Gainesville,
Florida, something he was a little afraid to reveal earlier. The
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more he thought about their huge fight, it seemed more and
more like it had nothing to do with his love for her, or marriage,
or her career. She would move to Florida. She'd go to Alaska
for that matter. Geography wasn't her concern. What she
seemed to want was his attentions on a regular basis, more often
than when he felt like giving them. His nights out with the boys
were annoying to her and she felt like he was too old to be off
playing every evening. Still, she shouldn't have called him
"Peter Pan."
He is certain the fight initiated it, a weird, sci-fi experience,
one he can't forget-caught in a tunnel, an alley, maybe a
hallway. To make matters worse, the company formulates a
policy that all employees will undergo a complete, thorough
physical examination-just because some thirty-five-year-old
guy on the twentieth floor checked out prematurely with a
massive coronary, his bereaved wife collecting on a seven-figure
life insurance policy. Roger hates needles and the sight of his
own blood. In biology class, he balked at lancing his own finger
and had to ask a friend, only to find out his blood was ordinary,
type 0. It seemed at the time like an awful lot of effort to slice
him open only to find what science could have predicted
statistically. Next week, something new. A glucose tolerance
test. Pump his belly full of goo to find out if he'll get ill. That's a
good one. He doesn't need a medical expert to know it will make
him ill.
Then, as if all life's random events were an unrelenting, cruel
joke, the dream starts, and, on Friday, his lunch partners are
throwing a birthday party for him. If he lives that long. He
usually doesn't tell anyone, even his best friends about dreams,
unless they are perversely entertaining, dreams about surviving
airline crashes, being shot, falling from a cliff. This new dream,
it's sick, a dying man's dream, microscopic vascular infarctions
destroying his brain, a victim of DDT, dioxins, fire retardants,
and cyanide poisons in the environment. "I'm kinda strapped
into this oxygen mask. But it sucks air out of me," he says at
lunch.
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"Sounds like a moonshine hangover to me," Tom says, "you
know, goes down smooth but rots the gut." Tom Westbrook
drags on a cigarette, tilting his head back, drawing through it
vertically, a human smoke stack.
"I can't see my feet. It's like I'm a head with no body," Roger
says.
"Tell me about it, Rog. That's no dream, in case you haven't
noticed," Westbrook says.
Roger winces. There is no talking seriously to men, even best
friends, about crises in confidence. They don't want to hear it;
men suppress any thought that it might happen to them. Try to
communicate and it's all darkness, all empty space. "I've never
drunk moonshine, have you?"
Frank Yablonski leans over the table, asks Roger how long
this dream has been going on. Ski's an accountant, wants a
number, something concrete and figurable. Rogers tells him he
doesn't know, can't put his finger on it; not long, since he
started worrying about his thirtieth birthday, since fighting with
Kris, being slightly overweight, but, by and large, not too
damned very long. "There are two lab techs. I can't breathe. I
scream. But they don't listen, keep writing notes on a chart," he
says.
"You been drinking?" Ski asks.
"You been gettin' laid?" Westbrook asks.
"Forget I ever brought it up. It's no big deal. It'll go away. I
don't want to bore you with my hallucinations. Chalk it off to
bad drugs. Let's order lunch. I'm starved."
He chooses Rik's luncheon special, Rainbow trout, cooked in
a delicate batter the waiter says, homemade bread, New England
style clam chowder. Orders a Stroh's.
"Hey, did you hear about Casey?" Westbrook asks. "He gets
his masters in applied physics at Georgia Tech, started his Ph.D.
there, decided it was all bullshit, these guys are warmongers he
says, but knowing Casey, he probably just got high too much.
Anyway, he's broke. Night manages a sleazy Florida motel,
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reads trashy novels all day long, Marlowe and Spillane. Checks
couples in for an hour here and an hour there."
"It ain't Marlowe, it's Chandler. Chandler's the author invented Marlowe," Roger says.
Westbrook shrugs, "Whatever." He goes on blowing luscious
smoke rings high into the air. "Ski can't get it though his head
that Casey is throwing his life away, you know, god damned
Einstein in math and all, right? So he asks Casey, 'What's going
on? You've got a degree in physics, from Georgia Tech, you're a
wreck."'
"The new ramblin' wreck from Georgia Tech," Ski says.
"Yea," Westbrook says. "Ramblin' wreck. So I ask him if
maybe he can shoot for the day manager's position at least."
Ski nods his head, over and over, smiling, knowing the punch
line, reliving the joke, annoying Roger.
"And you know what I tell Casey, right to his face? I say, 'I
guess you need a Ph.D. to be the day manager."'
Ski laughs raucously, an emission both soothing and terrifying to Roger. It reminds him of college, good, carefree days. But
it haunts him too. Maybe Casey feels like he does. Maybe this
dead guy at work felt it coming on.
"Casey's thirty now just like the rest of us," Roger says, not
knowing what this means exactly, but feeling it nevertheless. He
never liked Casey much; he was a jerk, rang a false fire alarm
once. The thought of Casey being a part of the atomic
bureaucracy scared him. Casey probably deserved to be nightmanaging a motel. But he can still imagine feeling sorry for him.
"I'm not thirty yet, no way, not me. But your day is Friday,
the big three-o. Three-o and no where to go," Ski says,
"especially for Casey."
"Except down," Westbrook says, laughing.
Except down. Roger pokes at his fish with his fork, loses his
appetite, but orders another beer for the road. Thirty years old
on Friday. Nowhere to go. May G.E.'s right. Maybe a physical
is a good idea.
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Tuesday. Roger gets up early, ties on his new jogging shoes,
rounded, padded heels, air support soles, bought Monday night.
He runs around the block. He has read where breathing through
your nose will help determine pace, but he forces himself to run
as fast as he can, sears his lungs gulping for oxygen he can't
find.
His dogs want to be fed when he gets back, but he's too tired
and sore to mix their usual can of dog food with the dry stuff.
Overnight, the milk ants have swarmed over the nuggets of leftover dog chow. He sees their trails connecting the edge of the
lawn to the patio pulse and flow like the arteries in his throbbing
forehead. He chuckles imagining reddish, insect, bucket
brigades stealing dog chow, feeling good about it. He rubs his
temples with his finger tips, feels red blood cells flowing unevenly, pulsing, waving in their efficient production lines, fighting
their way into capillaries showing first symptoms of sclerosis.
Roger picks up a few chunks of the swarming food, holds
them in the palm of his hand, offers them to his Labradors.
They'll eat it and he hates to waste food at almost ten dollars a
bag. Besides, they don't seem to mind.
He coughs taking a breath, his lungs stinging like after
swallowing chlorinated swimming pool water. The dogs nuzzle
around for more food. A wet lick on his hand takes nugget, ants
and all, cleans other ants off his hand, again and again. Big wet
tongues, sticky, viscous with saliva working on starchy dog
food . No doubt that their stomach acids kill the ants instantly,
no problem. But, still, he feels inferior to his dogs; their natural
strengths and instincts equip them to survive. If the ants don't
taste bad and the food isn't rotten, they'll eat it and thrive. He
can't tolerate mold on his cheese, not like in college when he'd
salvage a piece here and there. Or sour cream a day past its fresh
date. Or a spot of fungus on his bread.
He talks to the dogs, asks them if they can taste the ants, arms
and legs going down their throat all squiggly. Don't they get an
upset stomach later on? Jeez, that's gross. "Here, don't eat
these. I've got more." He goes to the garage, pours out two
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fresh bowls. Maslow and Pavlov sniff at it, drink some water,
run off to chase birds.
At lunch, Roger tells Ski and Tom that he's started running,
going to drop ten pounds by exercise alone, more if he can
discipline his eating.
"The best ball tournament is Saturday. Don't go weakening
yourself now, we need your handicap," Westbrook says.
"Yea, order a pizza or something. Don't go healthy on us
now. Do you feel week? Putting's all in the wrist anyhow," Ski
says.
"I've heard all this before. America's the best exercised country in the world, from the wrist to the finger tips, dealing cards,
tipping brews, smoking, counting money. Then there's the
strenuous sport of golf. You should see my dogs. They make me
look pitiful. Besides, nothing could hurt my golf game."
"Well don't let anything help it either, not until Saturday.
Sandbag. We need that big, fat twenty-four," Westbrook says.
"Dogs do it with isometrics. They lay around, don't do
anything, at least that's what it looks like, but they stretch. Here
Rog, like this." Ski stands up and extends his arms, bends over,
reaches one arm behind his neck, ties his fingers in a knot, lifts a
foot onto the table, starts to laugh.
"Cats do isos, not dogs. Dogs get fat and lazy like
people-without exercise," Roger says.
Westbrook blows a double smoke ring. "Hey, look. Look! I
linked one up, I blew a god damned double. I'm taking the rest
of the day off, cherish this shit."
"You guys are crazy." Roger eats his BLT, without the
tomatoes; he hates vegetables, especially tomatoes; they look
like he feels, soft and bloody. At least there's no color in his
dream. Just shades of gray.
Wednesday. Feeling tired from running last night, twice in
one day, and this morning again, feeling proud too, his lungs
still burn; he coughs a lot. Some rumors going around the office
Tuesday that he fragged a couple senior guys to get the
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Gainesville transfer. Rumor say he sandbags in Monday morning meetings, keeps quiet, then kicks the shit out of them behind
closed doors. If they only knew their own boss. He spends all of
Roger's time lecturing to him on formulas for success. Roger
doesn't kick the shit out of anybody, besides, they're jealous.
The transfer is a good one. He accepts the fact he'll be accused
even if it's not true. The plant managers are paranoid, merely
buying time, trying to get by unnoticed, not wanting to decide
anything, simply desirous of solitude, personal space. They wait
for Friday, the ultimate Friday, believing in nothing else. The
General Electric promise. The only benny, the only perk that is
worth anything to them: Early retirement. Roger can
handle them.
He leans back at his desk, swinging his arms up, stretching
them to the ceiling, then to the walls, exercising, cupping his
hands behind his head, leaning, rocking, finds himself staring at
his umbilicus, revealed when his shirt tail popped out from his
pants.
He contemplates the strange protrusion. He blows his belly
out to fullest extension, then sucks it in, holds it for a count of
three, exhales. Enlarging his stomach again, he grabs the strange
outie, makes to untie it, let some air out, ten pounds; better yet,
let it out until he reaches svelte or even skinny. He makes a fist
around it, imagines how he gnawed on balloon knots at a kid,
the rubber tasting sweet, more chew even than bubble gum. He
realizes something; discovers he's only now getting used to being
fat-well not fat exactly, tubby, even though he has always
known he would be, Polish blood on Mom's side too genetically
definitive for anything but fatness and other properties thereof,
like high blood pressure. No way around it. Look at Mom.
Worse, look at Sis. How old is she now? Thirty-four?
Deciding this is it, that today is the day to start a diet, he
resolves to fight. He resents Tom and Ski's navels, delicate
innies, their baby scars. He sees his knot strained at the nub, belly about to explode. He worries that he feels like forty or fifty,
worries about Friday's birthday party, and the fat jokes he ex-
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pects and the old jokes he must prepare for. Leaving the office
early, he heads for lunch, meets Tom and Ski as usual, orders a
chef's salad. When it arrives, he eats it plain adding no salad
dressing.
Thursday. Running twice a day makes Roger feel clean, on the
right track to better health. He lathers his hair in the shower,
thank God it's not going, rinses his head, opens his eyes, sees a
spot, closes his eyes, opens his eyes, blinks down hard, sees the
spot, moves his head; the spot moves in his field of vision. He
tries to ignore it, just a speck, made visible by the white tile.
While driving to work, the speck stands out boldly in his vision. He winks his right eye first, then the left, finding the spot is
in the starboard peeper, bugging the crap out of him, like a
bouncing, floating, blot on the world, a black hole, entry into
the dream alley he's been walking nights, port to the evil he
fears. It's not a spot he notices; he starts to sweat. It's a tear. It's
spidery, veined, an insect's leg, cilia emanating from spindly calf
and thigh. It moves and swims, ant legs; his dogs eat them, he
sees them. A tear. Oh, Jesus. Heredity, there's no getting
around it. Fat and blind. Punishment for being overweight and
overstressed. Suddenly, fat seems much less serious to him, but
he senses that fat is the cause of everything else, a sign of general
deterioration, natures way of making him realign his priorities,
slow down, take it as it comes. Shit. Starting to lose faith in the
future. Roger wants to pray. He can't believe in it, but feels like
he needs to anyway. He promises himself he'll see an
opthalmologist today, not going to toy around with his eyes; his
great grandmother went blind.
"What do you mean you can't play golf?"
"How could you take your twenty-four handicap away from
us?"
He tells them. It could be a detachment, brought on by running, maybe not, maybe just because it happened. It's not a question of how come. It's a question of what is. Anyway, he'll
know this afternoon; the doctor's going to dilate his pupils, look
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inside, take photos of his optic nerve; make sure ocular
pressures aren't causing it to cup. Just to be sure.
"Did he say you couldn't play golf?"
"Can you play if everything's all right?"
They hear but do not listen, interpreting him only in terms of
Saturday, not Thursday. He is not sure the weekend is a future
he can predict. If running brought it on, the running will stop.
He's heard that stepping off a curb can cause a complete detachment to a damaged retina, so flimsy and easily scratched, like
gold foil. He speaks of blindness, they speak of golf. They won't
try to think of him as blind. It's too scary to think about. Too
scary. But he is scared.
"If it's glaucoma, can you get that government marijuana?"
Westbrook says.
He wants to tell them that retinal detachments may have been
the explanation for the visions prophets saw, swarming, purplish
flashes of light seen as communication from the gods, communion. He does not say this, feels ashamedly superstitious, not
wanting to tempt fate, all the while fearing his loss of loss of
faith.
"You know what I've decided?" he says.
"No, what?"
"No."
"If I go blind, I'm going to be a jazz pianist."
"Good. You can go around smiling all the time."
Friday. A tentative rebirth. Doctor says there is no detachment. Roger does not run, taking no chances. He walks around
the block, briskly, but does not run. He is going to stick to the
diet. Life insurance. He's going to think about it for the first
time. Booze. That's a tough one to control, maybe limit it to
evenings. Cigarettes. He can't do much about Westbrook's incessant smoking. Water. Going to drink more, much more,
think about going vegetarian. Kris. Maybe ask her to marry him.
Roger hopes not to ruin a good thing.
On the way to lunch, he leaves his air conditioned Mercury
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Cougar and walks three blocks toward Rik's, his friends, and his
party. Thirty years old. His first lunch of his fourth decade.
Resolved to diet. Resolved to exercise. Resolved to tell Tom and
Ski he will not play in the tournament tomorrow; he's going to
start some real exercise, not like golf, swimming perhaps. He'll
take a lot of shit, but that's too bad. He can't let that bother
him.
Next to Rik's a florist is putting up a circus-sized tent for a
weekend sale. An Indian boy, in his teens, severely pockmarked, weilds a sledge hammer, driving a huge iron tent stake
into the baked earth. Roger stops and watches, begins to
perspire in the noon heat, wipes the perspiration off his forehead
with his finger tips, flings it to the ground.
The stake barely inches into the ground and Roger watches the
muscles of the boy work rhythmically, without undue tension,
persistent in the face of apparent futility, letting inertia, mother
nature, carry the hammer to the ground, allowing gravity to
drive the spike downward. The boy is at ease. He does not fight
the hammer, is instead connected to it, at one, of dharma, shows
no strain swinging a fifty pound sledge.
The thunk at impact reaches him not so much through his ears
but as a concussion felt in his legs and genitals, vibrations, shock
waves transmitted through his Nunn Bush leather shoes, jolting
his body, impressing him more and more with the endless
discipline and pace of the boy. He knows he must move on, must
enter Rik's, but is hypnotized by the thunk, the tremor he feels,
and the boy's strength. Shirtless, guileless, he pounds away at a
stake which Roger is convinced will not go any further down
into the clay.
At last, it is the heat which he must escape. He is guilty,
realizes he could not last ten minutes in the boy's job, wonders
how many lesser duties he would need to carry out in the sun
before his body woud adjust to swinging that sledge. There is no
golf cart canopy over the boy. There is no fountain, pop
machine, or thermos of water, no caddy to carry his hammer
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between tent stakes, and no shade until he finishes and the tent is
pitched.
"Happy Birthday, slob," Ski yells as Roger walks in the door.
"Hit it!" Westbrook stands on his chair and begins conducting tuneless strains of "Happy Birthday," sung by Rik's noontime regulars.
He makes his way to their table, sucking in his stomach, bowing to the crowd, not accustomed to being teased or celebrated,
not wanting to seem ruffled. He can still feel the thunk of the
hammer through the tile floor, in his legs and loins.
"Thirty already and starting to slide, eh big fella?"
"Shut up, Ski. Jesus, Westbrook! You know how I feel about
this. Give me a break," Roger says. Immediately, he is sorry,
aware that beseeching is lost on them, wasted effort.
He looks over at Ski, sees that his old roommate is performing
more for the gathering than for him, relaxes a little in knowing
Ski is harmless, really innocent in all of this. Hard to believe
Ski's an accountant.
Westbrook leans over, exhales a smokily stale sentence into
his face. "We've got a present for you."
Roger watches aghast as a waitress, an actess hired for the occassion, steps out into the dining room. She sidles across the
floor, hips swinging from table edge to table edge. Westbrook
whips the customers into a chant, "Roger, Ro-ger, Ro-ger, Roger." She steps up to their table, enjoying her stardom by twirling like the model she has obviously been, and serves Roger a
massive Polish sausage.
The laughter explodes into Roger's ears but its effect is to
relax him. He surprises himself by this calm, allowing the birthday party to play out infront of him. Ski leans into his face,
close up, distorted, winking. Westbrook stabs the sausage with a
fork and holds it up for the restaurant to see, whistling at the
waitress. She motions for it with her index finger-come and get
me.
He tries not to blush; his embarrassment would only cause
more severe abuse. What will forty be like? Dumber pranks,
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more guilt? He looks down, cannot see his shoes for his
stomach, vows he'll diet. Roger speaks: "I'm not playing in the
tournament tomorrow.''
Nothing. Westbrook dances with the waitress. Ski announces
a kinky play by play.
"Really. I'm not playing. I'm going to get some real exercise.
I'm going to do some real work, bad eye or not." He thinks
about how swinging a sledge hammer would destroy a detached
retina, chrome plating flaking from a rusting bumper.
They don't listen. He wants them to understand, wants them
to know that he's thirty, damn it! His boss is younger than he is
and when he tries to get ahead, he's accused of fragging the
older guys. He's afraid to marry Kris, concerned it's not hip,
how it might eliminate him from the good transfers overseas or
in the states. Scared to settle down. He hasn't given up hope yet.
His break will come. He still wants life on his own terms. But.
He wants them to listen and understand. He wants some moral
support, some help, tired of fighting alone.
"I'm not playing with you two assholes tomorrow."
"You never do, Rog. You can't call it playing."
"Don't worry. All we need is a couple pars, lucky or not."
Tom reaches underneath his seat and reveals the present, giving Roger and Ski a hat to put on, eschewing one for himself.
"I'd like to make a toast. Quiet everybody. Come on, shut up
you morons! A toast to Roger.''
Ski holds his hands up like a quarterback asking for silence
from his home fans, third and goal from the two.
Westbrook toasts: "Roger is the first guy at our table to turn
thirty, and we all know that it can be traumatic, you know, old
age creeping up and all. I want Roger to know that we really do
understand and don't want to make this any harder than it
already is. We're all going to be thirty, some of you already are.
I just want to say, you're not getting older, you're getting better.
I mean that."
Roger smiles politely during the applause, trying not to be
skeptical. He promises himself he will be gracious while being
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ribbed. He will not play golf tomorrow, but he will explain on
the phone, tonight, after Tom and Ski are not having so much
fun themselves. He wishes Tom meant what he said. Still, he expects the punchline.
He opens his present; it's a gym bag filled with golfing supplies, tees, towels for his golf bag, ball markers, two dozen
tough-to-cut Titleists, a visor, two good golf gloves, and a
coupon for ten free lessons. "Guys, I can't accept this. It's
great, really, but I can't."
He looks up to see where the giggle came from and sees the
waitress standing directly behind him, forty-inch chest resting on
his shoulders. She's holding a tray. Delivering it to the table with
a flourish, she presents him with his piece of birthday cake, served inside a blue bedpan.
He smiles, chuckles a litte in keeping his promise to himself;
the waitress kisses him on the cheek, Tom and Ski pat him on the
back. He's a good guy. He took it like they meant it.
He glances at his watch, tells his buddies that it's late; he'll
call them at home, but now he's got to get back to the office.
Sliding his chair back, he waves to the restaurant crowd which
has formed a greeting line, a gauntlet between his table and the
door. He struggles to catch his breath; fights back the choking in
his throat.
"Happy Birthday, Roger."
"We love you, Rog. See you next week."
"Have a good weekend."
"Say hello to Kris for us."
"Good luck tomorrow. Break a hundred."
Roger looks down at his feet, continues walking, pushes on,
takes the slaps to his back, the kisses to his cheek. All he wants is
out, out of this alley, off this treadmill.
"Tee time's at 7:30," Ski says.
"Get a good night's sleep," Westbrook says, leading the
waitress to Roger.
"Yeah, sweetie. Good luck, and Happy Birthday," she says,
kissing him hard on the lips.
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Roger decides he must run to escape. They'll party the afternoon away if he stays. Facing Westbrook, he puts his hands on
his shoulders, tells him he'll be there, 7:30 sharp or earlier for a
little practice. Leaving his birthday present behind, he hustles
out the door and into the heat; calls over his shoulder, "Thanks
for the party."
Outside Rik's the tent is pitched, the workers gone. Roger
strides to his Cougar knowing that tomorrow would be the
wrong day to quit on his friends. He may yet quit golf, but he'll
show up tomorrow. He may go blind, and he may get real fat,
but, one more day is not going to hurt anything. He can make
plans starting Monday. That's plenty soon enough. For now, he
better worry about making a couple pars. The first pars of his
fourth decade.
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Coincidental Intimacies
Phyllis Wright

Dolph stood in the doorway of the small cabin, "Ten
calves blind."
Belle hesitated. "Gone too far?" she asked without
looking up from the spongy dough she was kneading.
"Maybe. Eyes popped." He walked past her to a chair in
the corner of the room. The whisper of despair marked his
movement.
"Too hot to butcher." Her strong hands kept their
rhythmic cadence as they were swallowed and released
by the dough. "They keep 'til fall?"
"They'll lose fast in this heat. Damn flies won't let them
be. Lord! Belle, if it ain't ceaseless! I'm about. .. "
"This here dough's ready to raise," she cut in. She
didn't want to hear Dolph talk surrender. Sayin' made
truth. Her hands molded the dough into fat, careful
cylinders.
The summer had been late in corning. It descended
with sudden heat. The livestock suffered waiting for the
greening. They stood listlessly, sides heaving beneath
unevenly shed winter coats. Seedlings drooped, their
leaves touched the soil. The dogs were quarrelsome and
snapped without provocation.
Belle simply kept on with the routine of life that was
dictated by the season. The winter's laundry was set to
boil in a huge, fire-blackened kettle beside the
clothesline. Hens were turned out with their small offspring to browse on the insects that generated spontaneously with the heat. These little things assured her of a con-
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tinuity that seemed tenuous and dependent upon her.
"Belle! How can you care about bread, or anything else
when I say we're losing so many calves? If we can't pull
them through we'll have nothing. Don't you see, woman?
TEN calves BLIND!" Dolph had always resented her calm
acceptence when he was angered, dispairing, or fearful.
"I heard you, Dolph, the first time. If you'll just saddle
the mare and bring them in, I'll see I can't nurse them to
some kind of ending."
"That's how you handle everything, Belle. You just
make it another one of your little chores. Pretty soon
every living thing gets swallowed up by your patience.
Lord!" He picked up his hat, banged it against his dusty
thigh, and jammed it onto his head. "Just like when little
Baird passed on. You handle it like the spring calving or
the fall butchering. Another God damned chore to do and
forget."
"That ain't fair, Dolph."
"It may not be fair, but it's God's own truth."
Belle swept back an auburn strand of hair, wiped her
hand across her forehead, and walked to the door to
watch him ride off toward the pasture. She sagged
against the doorjamb. "I can only take it bits at a time,"
she whispered.
She read the sky. The air was thin and the heat burned
into her eyes with a fierceness she'd never known. Ladling up a dipper of tepid water, she walked toward a small,
scraggly tree that stood wilting in the late morning air.
Stooping to scratch the blood-warm soil to looseness,
she carefully poured the water around the plant. The tree
hung on with tenacity. The day after they buried their son,
Dolph had slept off his grief while Belle walked five miles
to Hoodoo Mountain and returned carrying the seedling
in a bushel-basket of its own good soil because Belle
knew that nothing could grow right without something of
its own.
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As she straightened, her attention was caught by a rooster-tail
of dust. Three horsemen riding slowly. Sullivan's meadows were
a long way from any road. There was nothing to draw casual
travelers here. When there were visitors, they were accidental,
and often frightening. Nervously she moved to the laundry,
picked up a sheet, and drapedit over the line. As she struggled
with the wind-bellied cloth, she wished she could pin the snap
ping whiteness to her shoulders and rise over the far mountains.
Watching the riders approach, she shuffled uneasily toward the
cabin. The horses broke into a slow trot. The lead rider was on a
wall-eyed pinto that spooked at the flapping laundry and danced
away, raising dust that filligreed the sheet. With a rough jerk,
the rider settled the horse.
He dismounted, took off his hat and asked Belle, "Your man
around?"
"He just now rode to check some calves over yonder," she
answered and began to blush under the scrutiny of the stranger,
but the tense spell was broken by the restlessness of the horses.
The second rider, a tall thin man with rotted teeth, looked
down at Belle. She glanced at her hands working the apron like it
was the bread dough she had kneaded earlier. Flies droned
around the horses, the wind kept its steady pace, a cow lowed in
the distance.
"Can we rest here, Jonas?" he asked.
"Hush, now." The man on the ground said, "You got to
forgive Sod, maam, he ain't nothing more than a half-wit."
Belle nodded and waved her hand in the direction that Dolph
had taken. A gust of wind caught and lifted her skirts, she struggled to hold them down. When she looked up, the riders were
already a distance away. She fled to the only shelter she had: the
cabin. Once inside, she slammed and barred the door. She stood
in the middle of the room and looked around, as if she were
searching for sanctuary. "They ain't nothing," she consoled
herself. "Just some men looking for some work, or maybe some
horses." A litany of vulnerability.
The laundry still bubbled in the kettle outside. Belle picked up
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the paddle worn smooth by her own mother's hands and went
out to tend it. The strong lye odor stung her nose and eyes. The
smell of the barnyard seemed pleasant when the wind seduced
away the burning stench.
As she worked, she daydreamed. She could not wish for a
finer life. She knew of no other. She could, however, think of a
prior life: her mother's. She had few memories of her mother's
existence. Most of them were memories of comfort, but the most
vivid one was a nightmare of screams as her mother pushed out
life with Belle's weakling sister. Belle had hidden for days to
escapeher father's rage at losing a wife only to gain a daughter,
and a puny one at that. The baby died without giving too much
trouble and the men of the family rode into town to fetch back a
woman to do for them until Belle was old enough to be worth
something.
Her reverie was interrupted by the sounds of men cursing and
cattle bawling.
"Hiya, cow. Get up there." Belle recognized Dolph's thin
voice. She ran to open the gate as the cattle approached. The
cows circled in confusion while the blind calves, terrified in their
darkness, slobbered and blundered about wildly, their eyes
covered with thick, white veils.
The men rode into the corral and dismounted. "Just tie them
to the fence, boys, and we'll go on up and eat," Dolph directed
with the air of a man who thinks himself to be in charge. "Go
get supper on the table and get that jug out from under the
bed,'' he said to Belle.
"They ain't nothing," she muttered. This time she included
Dolph. The men followed her into the cabin.
"Now you just skip on down to the spring and fetch up some
water," Dolph ordered.
"Here now. Ain't no way to be to no lady." Jonas sniggered.
"I'll just follow her on down and help fill that bucket."
Belle stepped onto the trail. As she led the way down the rise,
her skirt swept aside ratcheting grasshoppers . Dust spurted from

Wlder her feet and the wind scattered it. She stopped at the rickety fence that surrounded the spring, pulled the gate open, and
walked to the edge of the water. She laid the bucket gently on the
surface: it sank as it filled. Aquatic clouds of silt shifted on the
bottom of the spring then blossomed upward. Belle watched until the silt touched the lip of the bucket and deftly tilted it
upright. Standing drooped-shouldered, she met the weight and
stepped away from the moss-cushion that edged the spring.
"Sure is nice with these trees here and all." Jonas squinted at
the scrubby cottonwoods that surrounded the spring.
"Dolph says they suck the spring dry."
"Woman needs something pretty around her." Jonas stepped
closer to Belle, forcing her against the fence. "Woman needs
other things, too," he leaned toward her.
"Got to get this water up to the house."
"There's time." Jonas pressed his mouth on hers.
She struggled and turned away, but his lips left a snail-slick
path across her cheek. Belle braced her fists against his chest and
brought her knee up sharply until it met the soft collapse of his
groin. He dropped like a pole-axed steer, knocking the bucket
into the spring. She stepped through the gate toward the cabin.
She stopped only once. Looking back, she wiped her cheek with
the dusty hem of her skirt. He lay retching on the damp ground.
Dolph screeched from the cabin door, "Where's that water,
woman?"
She glanced quickly behind her and hurried around the corner
of the cabin. "I spilled it and muddied the spring."
"Well, damn. We need something to mix the mash with. Get
us some coffee, then."
"Where's Jonas?" Sod asked with a smile that framed his
black and broken teeth. "He fall into the spring?"
Belle turned away without replying. She scraped the unwanted
food from the plates into a slop bucket. "I'm going to tend the
hogs."
Dolph always got bully drunk. Belle had learned to stay out of
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his way until he fell into sleep. Walking to the barn she heard
Jonas swearing to himself as he climbed the rise. His presence
served to send her faster along the path.
Only partly domesticated, the sows would eat ailything: Belle
counted three drifts of red feathers in the pen. She squatted and
looked through the poles of the fence. The brown sow turned
her head and stared with miniscule eyes that were almost lost in
the flesh of her jowls. As Belle poked a dry weed into the
animal's snout, the sow snapped at it, catching the attention of
the other hogs.
Belle routed the flies that clustered around his sweating neck
like beads and watched as one fly, posed on her hand, groomed
its fragile black-veined wings with delicate strokes. The fingers
of her free hand twitched and danced in unconscious imitation
of the minute legs. She smiled as the fly took a tentative step,
hesitated, and gave one touch more to its perfect beauty, then
flew to join the others swarming around her face. The greedy insects caused the calves' misery, crowding around their tearing,
drinking the fluid pooled in soft corners, leaving dryness and
filth in the exchange between lives lived closely, until the bulging
and filmed eyes were useful only to the flies.
Moving with ponderous alcoholic caution, the men entered
the corral. Belle rose and followed them. One by one they wrestled the calves to the ground and held them while Belle pried their
clinched eyelids open and blew salt onto the staring whiteness.
As each gritty breath burned onto the eye, Sod sympathized with
a sharp indrawn whistle and rapid blinking.
"It will help them." She liked his innocent concern and
wanted somehow to comfort him. He simply nodded and felt
sorrier each time he held a calf steady. The last one he held a little longer, with his fingers braided into its red shaggy coat and
his hand heaving as the calf bawled for comfort it could not see.
The late afternoon heat peaked and mellowed. Mountain
shadows began to swathe the meadows with coolness. The long
summer twilights were like slow backward mornings. Belle opened the gate; the cows meandered out to graze, their long tails
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swishing from side to side. Sometimes, they would coil those
tails on their backs with limber precision.
The men were drawn back to their whiskey and Belle walked
to the spring to savor the respite from labor and heat. The
sounds of argument and amusement alternated from the cabin.
Honestly drunk, they were oblivious to the cool outside while
they sweltered. The pull of the tide of nights and mornings drew
Belle in. The moon ached toward fullness . She unpinned her
hair; it drifted to her shoulders. She hardly noticed when Dolph
staggered out to relieve himself and trampled the small tree. She
was harbored by a small distance and darkness.
The days melted one into another. Every night the men would
drink while Belle was enchanted by the nighthawk's cry. Dolph
was happier with company, he was always uneasy with Belle's
strength and resolution. She would always rise above him
without conscious effort or will.
Sod was the butt of many pranks and cruelties. His simpleness
sometimes kept him from awareness, but he shouldered his
burden with a sort of elemental dignity until the afternoon they
took his hat. He was an appreciator of simple securities, the ones
that grew from time and familiarity. The battered hat was one of
these. There was nothing outstanding about it except that it
never caused any worry. Jonas sailed it across the yard and
ordered Sod to "Fetch." Before he could reach it, Dolph loped
ahead of him and danced around him, taunting and tormenting.
He waltzed the half-wit through cow flops and pot holes until
Sod was blubbering with confusion, then sent the hat skimming
back to Jonas, who perched it on the spine of the cabin roof.
They spent the rest of the afternoon watching Sod trying to
retrieve it. Jonas waited until Sod was balanced on a kerosene
box planted on the washbench then began taunting him.
"Watch out, Boy, you're gonna fall. That box is awful
teetery." Dolph punctuated Jonas' predictions with hoots of
laughter. Sod persisted until he simply gave in and fell heavily on
the hard packed earth, bloodying his face. He looked upon his
tormentors quietly with sad and accepting forebearance and

began again to rebuild his shakey tower.
Jem stepped up to Sod, saying, "Let me get it." He bellied up
onto the roof and skittered over the slick surface. He tossed his
own hat down and planted Sod's firmly upon his head. Sliding
down in an avalanche of dirt and debris, he hesitated a moment
at the brink then dropped to the ground. Turning to the other
men, he said, "Now let it lay."
Every afternoon Jonas and Dolph would drink themselves into a state and Sod would pay for it. They would push until Jem
took an interest. Sod's anguish made him a skittish and
awkward target. Each time Jonas started in, Jem would intercept them sooner. It became a contest with Sod the ignorant
battleground. Tension began to tint the air. Little work was
done. All days pointed to the afternoon clashes. Belle stayed out
of them, except to try to divert Sod to some neutrality when she
saw Dolph was getting the whiskey out. She knew the cruelty of
men too well to target herself and cared for Sod too little to
sacrifice.
One especially hot afternoon she made a lunch and took Sod
to Hoodoo Mountain to get another tree to replace the one
Dolph had killed. She didn't want to try to grow another tree,
but it had seemed a good excuse to remove Sod from his unhappiness. She gave him an oak-split basket to carry. He followed
her meekly, willing to walk twice the distance in the heat to
escape Jonas and Dolph. She did not mean to converse with
Sod, but she soon found herself pointing out quail's nests, larks'
songs, and wildflowers. Whether it was his relief at feeling safe
or his childlike simpleness that prompted his awe Belle could not
say. He trusted her.
With Sod gone, Jonas and Dolph had to make do with other
victims. Tense with the heat and naturally surly, the pigs were
soon teased into a frenzy. Jem's protection did not extend to the
animals, so Jonas and Dolph came upon a greater game. Snatching the young pigs from the pen the men would set them free
to squeal back to their mothers. With drunken surety they would
shoot in front of the terrified animals. As the game wore on, the
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men's aims blurred. The tiny muddy-white animals began to
drop.
Belle returned to find Dolph and Jonas asleep in the barn.
Outside the dogs were quarreling. She hurried out to quiet them
and stopped. Sod was on his knees knocking the dogs away
while holding something to him. Belle stooped to see better what
he was holding. His hands were bloody and shreds of flesh stuck
to his fingers.
"Killed. They killed the little pigs."
A large rib-sprung dog darted between them, grabbed the
dead animal and ran. She left Sod kneeling and stalked to the
cabin where Jem sat beside the door, reared back in a rickety
wooden chair.
"Them two do that?" Jem squinted up at her and nodded.
Without at word she strode into the cabin and crawled under
the bed. Crockery jugs began to roll out crazily, their clanging
accented by Belle's muffled cries. She emerged with cobwebs
plastered to her cheeks and festooned on her skirts. She began to
carry to heavy jugs out to the dooryard and heap them into a
mound. Sod followed her and began to smash the jugs one
against the other until the cat's-eye liquor soaked the earth.
Dolph and Jonas came from the barn, dazed from sleep and
drink. Dolph recognized a shard of crockery and ran cursing to
the cabin. Sod stood beside Jem and his face worked a
kaleidoscope of emotions. Belle had passed beyond fear.
"You missed one!" Dolph screeched with triumph, holding
the jug above his head.
Belle, who had hoped when Dolph would not, waited until he
was close and knocked the whiskey from his hands. The jug fell
into pieces on the ground.
"Damn you!"
She sprinted for the barn, hobbled by her skirts. He caught
her as she drew even with the pigpen. They struggled without
noise. The creaking of the fence stopped suddenly when the
ground let go its hold on the posts.
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The pigs hesitated only seconds. Dolph, who had shown no
mercy, got none. Belle scrambled over a still-standing fence
panel and found safety. The brown hog buried her snout in
Dolph's belly; he stared at the animal with disbelief then turned
his amazement to Belle. Jem fired at the hog, wounding her.
Backing away, she ran squealing, trailing a streamer of intestines
from her jowls. Dolph struggled to sit up, but the other pigs
were upon him. Belle could not scream. Jem shot again. His aim
was jarred by the gruesome target. The pigs tugged and fought
Dolph away from the pen until they realized their freedom and
left him as quickly as they had killed him.
He lay with empty hands skyward, his face untouched. Jem
and Jonas approached carefully, as if there were still danger.
They eyed Belle accusingly. Sod, who had the only true kindness, brought a quilt to cover Dolph. He smoothed it as carefully
as any parent putting a child to bed, then squatted by the dead
man's side to keep vigil.
That evening they buried him. Belle did not mourn. She accepted and began the small parade of chores that death brought.
Sod tried to remember some passage from the Bible. "Blessed
are the poor in spirit ... " he mumbled an incantation said over
him years before. When the grave was filled, strangeness came
upon them, like travelers who take up coincidental intimacies
until reaching their destinations.
The men saddled their horses and left without farewells.
When the dust of their leaving had settled, Belle sat in the soft
night air watching the silent passage of owls. The balm of
darkness and quiet eased her. The cool air seemed to expand.
She gave herself to the night. This as necessary as breath, as
routine as heartbeat.
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A Good Time
from a novel entitled Eleanor

Kathy Miller

Eleanor sat on her living room floor rereading an old letter from
her friend Mark who had gone home to Pittsburgh to do construction work and stay forever. Eleanor had wanted to know
what he did for a good time.
"The thing you have to do is date," Mark told Eleanor in his
letter. "That's what I do. I date. I play softball and date. You
either have to play softball or go paddling in a canoe, and you
have to date."
Eleanor was sorry that he had gone away.
"Everything you know is wrong," she told herself, but
couldn't get very far with the idea. It stretched out and turned
white at the ends like some hairy fallen creature. Then she reread
some other letters. They made her sad. None of her friends were
having a good time either. For Valentine's Day one friend had
made a valentine from a balloon then set it on fire in the school
cafeteria. Another friend liked a boy who was saving himself for
marriage. That was the only thing she didn't like about him. So
she was treating strange men to coffee, asking them for
something personal like a matchbook or a handkerchief, then
leaving. She thought of it as a form of rape and wondered if she
could be arrested. Eleanor thought of mailing her friends' letters
to each other; other than that she didn't know what to do so had
failed to write.
When an old acquaintance from college called and invited her
a party, Eleanor thought she would go for a good time,
though later she thought maybe she had made a mistake in
thinking they were there for a good time; still, intermittently, a

to
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good time was had: placing hands in men's hip pockets, stroking
the cords of their jeans, mingling tongues, laughing at difficult
jokes.
"It's fun to have a secret that no one knows and to laugh
about it when the time comes," someone said.
"I have a secret," Eleanor said, "in about a week I will be
laughing at it."
She laughed, but of course she could not tell the secret so no
one else laughed. At the party it was fun when they each
understood what the other was talking about.
People at the party enjoyed watching the police helicopter
beam its lights on another party. That was the kind of party it
was, where people were vicariously at other parties. At least
Eleanor thought that was the kind of party she saw as she watched the other people strewn about the back yard in clusters, like
trash after the wind blows. Eleanor assumed certain things by
the way the pieces of the party made only small molecular
movements. She assumed boredom. She equated activity with
not-boredom. At a party, music could stand for activity, but
there was no music.
As she tried to talk Eleanor shredded styrofoam cups and
drew men in around her with her arms as activities. Her blue
stretched tube top and right hip became a point of interest at the
party, at least for some. She realized that for others the party
was quite a different thing, they were working on job promotions or exchanging methods of teaching English or math.
Eleanor was trying to talk to a new boy at the party. He said
his name was Jeremy and that he was a painter, and then he went
to tell some other people some other things. Eleanor talked to
some other boys while she waited for him to come back.
Sometime she kissed them while their girlfriends weren't looking
and sometimes they kissed her while their girlfriends were standing there. A man she didn't know introduced himself to her.
He listed all of his credentials then he tried to stand under her
arm where another boy was standing, but the boy wouldn't let
him and the man went away.
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But Eleanor saw him watching her and soon realized he was
forming his image of the party by making a story about her. A
story with many male characters and long hands. She tried to
imagine his story of the party as he watched her create her own
party image. His story would be narrow and twisted, she could
see, probably cliched. He would think the slice was the whole
story. And the story would have to pass through his pockmarked face and thinning, greying hair before it could revolve in
his brain, gather pieces to itself along the wall of its own centrifuge, before the story could be peeled off the inside of his
mind like so much pressed paper. She didn't want to read that
story, see that paper. It was probably dull and cliched. It would
be the old story about. .. Motivation, so important to the story,
oould only be fragmented and cliched, could only seem insightfuland complete.
But like streams of newsprint stuck in her hair his story
followed her outside the party to the front walk and goodbye.
His story opened with the repugnancy of the smell of patchouli,
an old, cliched smell from the sixties, he said. A bad beginning,
she who wore patchouli should have realized right away, but
Eleanor was busy leaving, heading towards activity, going dancing, swimming, Jeremy, the blond boy, was waiting. The man
making the story was willing to give her a chance, he said,
though what the chance would be for Eleanor didn't want to imagine. She left her thoughts unpictured, thinking only in white
light. She allowed her thoughts to disperse, to squirm off in
threads of color. He asked her about the men, the pockets, the
tongue, and how she perceived them. She did not perceive them,
she told him, she did not perceive well at parties. He though, was
an amasser of perceptions, a root ball of perceptions. He
perceived her as frantic, useless, groping, not of his needs, he
told her as she explained about the party, the dancing, the boy
waiting, the quest for a good time.
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Alberts' Property

John Comunale
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Rehearsal
Todd Grimson

She doesn't want to have any problems. She doesn't want any
trouble. She doesn't want anyone following her around. She
thinks you have to be ready for trouble all the time. Walking
across the bridge, she looks at the cars, the faces and hands in
the cars, and then up at the sky. There's not much color to this
day. The sky is low and reflects the water, which is green and
gray, dark green with nodal lines and ripples and waves which
show up bone and ash in shards of light.
Her hair is red. It's not a natural shade. Her boyfriend likes it.
She looks good. She washes her face in his bathroom. It's a
dangerous bathroom. Her face is in his mirror. She puts on some
more blusher. She likes to look different to herself, or to t!1ose
other people; it's better than being so indifferent all of the time.
And Billy just plays the same beat over and over on the piano:
he's thinking about it real hard, making it more and then less
staccato, varying an emphasis here and there, thinking about it
and hearing through his hands and eyes and ears. Frowning, he
looks pale, and he hasn't combed his hair down really slick like
he does when he goes out. He might look dirty but he's clean,
it's just that the rest of his environment tends to accumlate
something you might call dirt. The room is blue. She looks
around, listening to him play. The music makes her hungry. The
only thing she's had to eat today was one of those plastic things
of yogurt. She doesn't know what flavor. It was red.
Sometimes she wishes that she was an animal, though animals
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have their problems too. She's gotten sort of addicted to having
sex with Billy lately. It isn't just fucking. That's the problem.
It's almost everything he does. If he finds out she likes one of his
records he'll stop playing it so much. He takes no responsibility
for other people's actions. He's got enough to worry about as it
is. The piano has some broken keys. In the middle octave he
can't play D-natural or A-flat. He's learning to live with this,
but it's a problem now and then.
She likes to sleep alone. She wants to be in her own bed, in her
own room. She doen't want to be disturbed by foregin bodies in
the dark. She dreams about invasions. In the morning she needs
to take a bath and wash her hair. She looks at the color a long
time as it hangs there. Stringy, wet, dripping on the nape of her
pale neck. There's still some mascara smeared around her eyes.
She's itchy. She takes a long time shaving her armpits and legs.
She puts on her makeup while listening to a record. The sound
is all blurred. She can't tell if someone's singing or not. It's good
to have makeup on. It makes her feel different. She's got a kind
of a headache, but she calls up her friend Joolie and they talk for
an hour and a half. Then, tired of all Joolie's problems, she gets
off the phone and puts on violet tights under a grey skirt. The
violet matches her eyes. She goes outside. The day is flashing
and brown. She can't stay inside all day. It makes her feel like
she's in jail. She's never been in jail.
She doesn't mind getting wet. The rain is kind of brown. It
doesn't last. She's indifferent to the stares she gets. She notices
some of them. She wants to get some stares. The light changes
and she crosses the street. She looks at her reflection in the skin
of a dark green parked car's shiny hood. She doesn't know
herself at first. The sky is low and filled with silent, slowly crawling urgent shapes. She puts a throat lozenge in her mouth and
feels it start to melt and numb her tongue. Tastebuds are stupid,
she thinks. She doen't want to have to worry about what flavor's
coming next.
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A guy is lying on the sidewalk, faking a seizure. No one lingers
to watch. They step around him, careful not to be touched.
Everyone's faking something these days. Hey, she says. Wake
up. The guy stops twitching and opens his eyes. He's ugly. Very
hungry-looking. She goes away, looking through a window at
some mannequins jerking around. Water boils from a hole in the
street.
Billy doesn't want to do all these dishes in the sink, but he
will, because somebody has to. He can't remember eating off
any of these plates. And he never uses these cups or bowls. He
drinks his coffee with milk out of a glass. The piano is on his
mind. It weighs a lot. It's hard to move. Billy has had some big
arguments about it with his friends. They don't properly appreciate the piano as an instrument. They think he should play
something else. Something he could fold into a black briefcase
and carry around with him in cars. He wants a piano made entirely of glass, with glass shards vibrating on the strings. He can
imagine a shimmering rainbow of sound. He wants a piano
made of bronze, with the sonority of a bell. He wants to slacken
the tension on the strings and use glass rods to find his notes. He
wants a piano with water in it, so that each note struck will cause
a splash. He wants a big piano with a circular keyboard: he'd sit
in the center like a pilot in his cockpit, spinning around. He
wants more pedals. His feet can do more. He wants a
harpsichord.
The sky is raining like an actress weeping big white tears from
a big face full of emotion. Yes, it's so sad. Big white tears in the
flashing brown day. The face just gets bigger and bigger. She
sees a girl down on all fours, looking for something on the pavement, like a dog. She's not aware of any face. She shows up at
Billy's with hot violet tights and wet high heels. The buzzer
doesn't work. She knocks, but he doesn't answer. This is important. He's busy. The door opens, mysteriously, and she walks inside. There's the piano. Where's Billy? She looks in the
refrigerator.
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In the bathroom, he's turning to jelly. She eats a piece of cold
meat and burns her tongue. The piano starts to vibrate, and she
looks at it, mouth full, and wonders how to turn it off. Paint
dries on the walls. She goes into the bathroom, with a knife. The
shower curtain scares her. The jelly hides its head. She's seen
enough.
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California Book of the Dead

Miriam Sagan

Music for airports. The greeting of leis of shell and flower.
Heads bent to receive garlands, the embrace. As if we had never
left the earth. Or the memory of gypsies in the airport. Gypsies
in long black skirts, leaning against the chrome check-in
counters, their scarves, their one eyed glance.
Chapter I.
Here begin the Chapters of "Coming forth by day," and of
the songs of praise and glorifying, and of coming forth from,
and going into, the underworld.
Vignette: At the border, they search and confiscate the fruit:
seeds stems pits rind. The single apple in the brown paper bag.
Chapter II.
The Chapter of making the mummy.
Vignette: We dream we purchase a house at the scene of the
crime. In my dream, Joe tries to kill me. My sister buys a
house-there are several women in it. Joe is the next door
neighbor. I dial911. The cops come to rescue me. He has tried to
kill other women. Scene shift-Joe is living in a cemetary in a
tent. The cemetary is full of bright flowers-paper? Joe leaves
the country. He becomes an embalmer. Scene of mummy wrapping, corpses wrapped in bright blue strips. Joe has my bicycle. I
try to buy it back by mistake. He tries to kill me, chase me
around. Wake up.
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Chapter of passing along the way over the earth.
Vignette: The churchyard is full of little girls on recess from
parochial school. They wear plaid skirts and maroon sweaters
and shriek louder than a tree full of morning birds. One little
blond stands alone and watches a ball bouncing game in progress. Two friends, one not in uniform-for no doubt a special
occasion-sit and whisper together.
A Japanese woman, a small child on her back, pulls a
bunch of carrots out of her flower garden.
A chic, European-looking woman, in her late thirties,
buys three gladiolas at the florist's. She chooses three different
colors; she is wearing black; she chooses open blosssoms; she
"needs them for tonight."
The Chapter of not allowing the deceased to do work in the
underworld.
Vignette: Prez Reagan sez: Shoplift the Haight.
The Chapter of giving a mouth to a man in the underworld.
The Chapter of opening the mouth.
The Chapter of causing a man to remember his name in the
underworld.
The Chapter of not allowing the heart of a man to be taken
from him in the underworld.
Another Chapter of a heart of Cannelian.
The Chapter of not dying a second time.
Mt. Shasta shining in white like a goddess emerging out of
clouds. Arrived in darkness. Flickering kerosene lamps:
dissociating. The women sat in a circle and passed a bone from
speaker to speaker. That bone frightened me.
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The Chapter of not walking upsidedown in the underworld.
So much for the body to learn, re-learn. The outhouse,
sleeping on the floor, no hot water. How to keep clean or enjoy
being dirty.
The Chapter of changing into a hawk.
The Chapter of changing into a lily.
Vignette: a lily.
We had an orgy last night. Took turns first giving backrubs
two on one; then made love the same way. Felt, with women, the
startling innocence I haven't felt since puberty. By its nature
innocent: one is lost immediately but never in danger. We had a
candle, and then moonlight.
The Chapter of building a house in the earth.
A man went deep into Alaska and built a cabin in the
wilderness. A year later, two mounted police appear and say
"get your stuff out in an hour." They burned the place down.
He was on federal land.
The Chapter of arriving in port, of not becoming unseen.
We hitched to Sacremento and she fried us some eggs and
bacon. We and her two little boys painted our faces. She drew
vines and tendrils over my fingers . Magic. Lit a flame in the
cauldron and danced to that light, drumming. You sat on the
floor reading a book about spirals.
Why I Want To Make Love To Marilyn Monroe
Because everyone I went to high school with was crazy. Pills
and white lipstick. Because I want a black leather jacket but
don't have one. Because she is naked. Because she is blond.
Because she is dead. Because the image is the home of the soul.
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Because as long .as the photograph remains: pout, peroxide, or
overdose, red lipstick or soft focus, white dress blown up by the
hot air grate, the soul will also remain.
Statehood is Death.
The Chapter of coming forth from yesterday, of coming forth
by day, and of praising with the hands.
Vignette: Two women and a man have a series of terrifying
recurring dreams, in which the city is destroyed by atomic
holocaust, earthquake, bombardment from the air. After
several weeks of this-they panic. Taking food water and the
dog they head into the center of the state, the desert, without
plan or destination. They come across a deserted motel.
(Describe motel). Here, they camp out and make wild love to
each other until their supplies run out. At which point they
return to their house in the city-which is intact. Suggestion that
the women may be pregnant. The pear tree is still standing in the
garden.
The Chapter of not being eaten by worms in the underworld.
Vignette: No draft, no war, U.S. out of El Salvador.
The Chapter of doing away with the wounding of eyes in the
underworld.
This Chapter has no vignette.
Do it yourself:
A
A
A
A

natural body
spiritual body
heart
double
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A soul
A shadow
An intangible ethereal casing or spirit
A form
A name
Cbapter of the Secret Police
Vignette: "Then the Lord of Death will place a rope around
your neck and drag you along; he will cut off your head, tear out
your heart, pull out your intestines, lick up your brain, drink
your blood, eat your flesh, and gnaw your bones; but you will be
incapable of dying. Even when your body is hacked to pieces, it
will revive again.
Chapter of the Goddess.
Isis, divine mother, mistress of charms and enchantments, lady
of star and scorpion, mother of the gods, living one, lady of
dawn and dusk, lover of silence, woman of horns and disc, lady
of terrors, prevailer with knives, still-heart, lady of breath,
mother-of-emerald, dancer upon blood, carrying away
hearts/ devouring water.
"I am with the weepers.
I have come at the wish of my heart.
Open the door of the concealed things.
Grant me your two hands
That I may pass the time
In the Island of flames
In the Lake of flowers.
How shall I tell what I have seen there?''
Acacia tree. Smelling the air. A grid of notes, semi-transluscent
screen. Pulsating. As if the molecules in the walls, in solid matter, move faster and faster until they melt, or rather-become
transparent. Car screech of brakes through the open window.
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Hummingbird. Feet up in the rocker, cup of coffee. Forest of
notes. The shimmering motion of trees. 400 frozen lakes and a
sliver of new moon. I was there once. A voice calling through
empty rooms. Chandeliers covered with snow or cobwebs. The
architectural quality of music, a dome, flooded by light of
clerestory windows. On a mosaic floor: school children, nuns,
tourists, conaisseurs, women in black lighting candles, girls arm
in arm. Clear bell. A trembling between two notes, and then a
song rising. Small waves, a cove, as if a child were lying face
down in the sand and watching the sea at eye !eve. Sea-that-willnot-be-still. And the terrifying sea of glass. Space between
snowflakes. A flurry in which there is no space between the
notes. Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
What are the subatomic particles of language? The indivisible
unit. What is the indivisible unit of the heart? Where is the voice
among these notes? The face hidden among leaves. Boat at the
bottom of the marble steps that lead up into the pleasure garden.
Those green parks, verdant hearts of the city, pulsating softly at
night. The dealers dopers thieves and crashers asleep and
watchful as cats in the panhandle. This is the problem of narrative. How did the blond, slight, bedraggled girl awaken and
find herself in a sleeping bag next to a large dog at the corner of
Oak Street. And how can we, who will walk by, understand that
we are also in her line of vision. As is she in ours. Shift:---Get me a glass of water. Tell me a story. Good night. The gazebo
of glass is lit from inside by a thousand fireflies. The vein suddenly visible. Cells of blood, pale red, pushed along like beads
on a s t r i n g . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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clearlight - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ah! oh!-----------chime chime chime chime. Tell us. Tell us.- - - - - - - - ah-------------------------0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
wind w i n d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Glassbreak - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------dissolve------------Hand cramp. Hand open. O p e n . - - - - - - - - - - - - Released. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Ending of Sorrow
We slip through the hole in the wire fence. Into the
cemetary, green world beyond the hum of traffic. And lie down
in the grass behind one of the graves. Kiss, start fucking with our
clothes on, our shoes still on too. No searchlights, no police, just
the small inscects singing in the grass.
And I hold you in my arms at last.
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process of transferring from his position as Production Manager
for Educational Television Services in Stillwater, Oklahoma for
a position with an independent production house in Norfolk,
Virginia. Mr. Crane would also like us to point out that there is
absolutely no resemblance between Roger's golf game and his
own.
Tom Dollar is a native Midwesterner currently living in Tucson
Arizona. He claimed to have only been writing poetry for a year
and a half. He also has a great name that's been around for
awhile.
Todd Grimson has been published or is forthcoming in
Gargoyle, Impulse, Mississippi Mud and Sapiens, among others.
He lives in Portland, Oregon.
Rich Ives, a resident of Missoula, Montana, has had poetry,
stories, translations and reviews appear in Iowa Review, Poetry
Northwest, Northwest Review, Malahat Review, and many
others. His own collection, Notes from the Water Journals, was
published in 1980 by Confluence Press. Recently published also
was Rain in the Forest, Light in the Trees: Contemporary Poetry
from the Northwest, which Mr. lves edited.
George Looney is currently finishing his MFA degree at Bowling
Green State University, where he is poetry editor of the MidAmerican Review. His poetry has appeared in Indiana Review,
Oncinnati Poetry Review, Cottonwood and Blue Buildings. He
has never once hit an animal on the highway.
Kathy Miller received her MFA from the University of Arizona
in 1983. She currently teaches swimming at Shari's Swim
School. She is trying to place her novel, Eleanor, and hopes to
get a real job soon.
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Rodger Moody edits Silverfish Review. His poems have recently
appeared in Poet and Critic and Poetry Now.
Miriam Sagan is currently living in Somerville, MA. Her book
of poems, Aegean Door way, was recently published by Zephyr
Press. She says that the "California Book of the Dead is one of
her favorites; ours too.
Hyun-jae Yee Sallee has been translating Korean fiction and
poetry for three years. Her translations have appeared in The
Korea Times, Heritage, Daily Meditation, among others. She is
currently looking for a publisher for a novel she has translated
and is co-editor of The Korean Short Stories.
Doug Turner lives in an well-hidden corner of the world
somewhere in British Columbia (or was it Alberta?). He's a pool
player, a wine drinker but, sad to say, not a guitar player. He
does, however, love Dolly Parton.
Phyllis Wright lives and writes in Cottonwood, Idaho.
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